The Labor Week

Highlights of the week:

- Congress considers keeping vital war shipping
- NUCO orders 1,100 armed merchant ships
- FMF holds joint meeting
- ILWU to hold executive meeting

MFP Unions Hold Cleveland, Win $1500 Insurance

Victory Won By Unions

By WILLIAM BAILEY

SAN FRANCISCO—After six days of conferences, the Radio Operators and Telephone Workers of Cleveland left port with a war rate for unskilled workers gained by organized groups.

The discovery of floating ice in the ship's route off the coast of Canada dramatized the question of radio control and the need for organized groups on the water.

The refusal of the Radio Operators and Tom's group to sign on had been reported as a result of a series of meetings with the operators' union.

The operator's group had been reported to have been reported as having signed on with the operators' union.

This is the reported British army
court, and the AMICUS de
testimony in the case of the

Cherry Tastes Blood, War, In Sea Raid

NEW YORK.—"We've seen blood and war! It does not take much imagination for us to realize that we've been in the war zone..." declared William H. Hendel, East Coast stevedore aboard the SS Washington which docked here after nerve-shaking encounters at sea with a German submarine and during an air raid in the port of Le Havre, France.

Boomers Are Sold; Win Victory

LONDON.—With a $1000,000,000 insurance policy on its cargo stored in the SS Washington, the operator's group was reported to have signed on with the operators' union.

The Washington, a freighter, was reported to have been reported as having signed on, thus making the vessel a war risk insurance.

The amendment was voted on.

American Trader, Carried Into War

NEW YORK.—The American Trader, United States Line ship, which was reported to have been reported as having been carried into war, has been reported as having been reported as having been received into the nation's armed forces.

The American Trader was reported to have been reported as having been received into the nation's armed forces.

The ship was reported to have been reported as having been received into the nation's armed forces.
American Labor Wants
No War, Warns Lewis

CIO Head Sees
Job At Home

As American reactionaries maneuver to turn the new
war to their advantage, the American labor movement
New Deal under the guise of promoting "national unity" at
northeast to drive ahead with the New Deal, John L. Lewis, President of the American Federation of Labor,
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eenisional policies to be the bulwark of American
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Cannery Workers & Farm
Workers—Union

Many workers in Alaska are
members of the ILWU, which
stands against employer
pressure and supports
organizing drives.

Chignik canneries, Central
and Chignik, have been
unionized, and the workers
are demanding better working
conditions and higher pay.

The ILWU is a strong
union that fights for the rights
of its members and promotes
social justice.

Items

Rags in Alaska
Democracy?

In Alaska, the conditions
for working-class people are
challenging. The low wages,
long hours, and dangerous
working conditions are
common.

Governor Praises
Anti-Labor Bill

Hollywood, Calif.—Governor
Hiram Johnson, a supporter
of the labor movement, signed
the 1875 Anti-Labor Bill.

This bill aimed to suppress
the power of the labor
movement and weakened the
ability of workers to organize
and strike for better working
conditions.

Long Live the
ILWU!

The ILWU has been
struggling for the rights of
Alaskan workers. Its
aggressiveness has
challenged the authority of
the United States government.

The ILWU has been
recognized by the
government as a legitimate
labor union, which has
provided opportunities for
workers to improve their
living conditions.

Alaskan Fishermen's
Union

The Alaskan Fishermen's
Union has been fighting
against the unfair practices
of the packing companies.

The union has
organized strikes and
negotiations to improve
workplace conditions and
pay.

Alaska's Fishing Industry

The fishing industry is a
major contributor to the
Alaskan economy, employing
thousands of workers.

There is a need for the
industry to be regulated
and to acknowledge the
rights of workers.

Northwest
Meetings

The Northwest
Meetings are
organized by
the ILWU
and are
a space
where
workers can
come together
to discuss
issues and
make
strategic
decisions.

Alaskan
Canneries

Alaskan canneries are
experiencing
dif
culties
with
the
imposition
of
employer
pressure.

The Alaskan Fishermen's
Union is
standing
shoulder-to-shoulder
with
the
workers
in
this
difficult
situation.

Northwest
Ad

Many
advertisements
are
appealing
to
the
public

Commercial
fishing
is
a
vital
industry
in
Alaska, providing
opportunities
for
workers. However,
there
is
a
need
for
further
regulation
to ensure
fair
practices
and
dequitable
pay.
Outing of Keeping War

A MEXICAN maritime labor today is facing the big problem that faces all of the American people—how to keep out of war. The labor of America, which has a long tradition of fighting for the rights of all workers, is now facing the challenge of preventing a war that threatens the lives of millions of people around the world.

In the event of a war, the labor movement will have to fight against the forces that seek to draw America into the conflict. This will require a united effort of all workers, including those in the maritime industry, to stand together against the war.

The labor movement has a long history of fighting for peace and against war. We must continue this tradition today, for the sake of all workers and all people around the world.
Editor, Voice of the Federation:

In the September 3rd issue of SUP—The Northwest Official the following is emphatically expressed: "...the union leadership, in the face of the revelations of the S. J. Buckley affair, has not declared himself. All the usual oratory has been nothing but lip service. We need a man who will face the facts, and who will act to make sure that the facts are not allowed to go unattended..."

I have absolutely no reason to try to cover up this, or any other, matter. I have no reason to believe that the charges are made with any specificity of wish to cover up. The charges are practically all hearsay, and I do not believe any of them.

Buckley calls it hot oil. According to Buckley, practically every ship that ran through the Panama Canal is carrying hot oil. Buckley states that I sailed a ship with hot oil.

I have never been ashore in New York. I have always been on ships. I know Buckley. I have been with him for many years, and I have known him from the time he was a boy. I have never heard him make any statement that I would have shipped on a ship with hot oil.

I have been ashore in New York due to the S. S. Mormacport, which is the S. S. Moldavia. I was ashore in New York for three months. If I had been ashore in New York I would have been there about six feet tall and would have weighed about two hundred and fifty pounds.

Buckley also states that I was ashore in New York due to the S. S. Mormacport, and that I was ashore when I shipped on the S. S. Mormacport. Why didn't you ask me if I was ashore in New York when I shipped on the S. S. Mormacport? Why didn't you ask me if I was ashore in New York when I shipped on the S. S. Mormacport? Why didn't you ask me if I was ashore in New York when I shipped on the S. S. Mormacport? Why didn't you ask me if I was ashore in New York when I shipped on the S. S. Mormacport?

I have never asked anyone to do anything for me. I have never asked anyone to do anything for me. I have never asked anyone to do anything for me. I have never asked anyone to do anything for me.
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I fully believe to be regular in- deed a man who has lived in the West Coast rail for forty years. The man who has lived in the West Coast rail for forty years.
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The meeting last week was the shortest on record. To financial matters there was no meeting. The first thing the men heard was a job in stoking up, and the next was a job in the night watch. There was no meeting.

Ileadquarter's Notes

for the one ship only.
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Employers Get
ILWU Proposals in Portland

By COLE JACKMAN

PORTLAND, Sept. 27—Employers of Portland, representatives of the Pacific Maritime Federation and officials of the Longshoremen's Union met here today to discuss the labor situation in the port. The meeting was called to discuss the proposals submitted by the ILWU and other labor organizations.

The meeting was called to discuss the proposals submitted by the ILWU and other labor organizations.

The proposals submitted by the ILWU included:

- An increase in wages
- An increase in working conditions
- An increase in the number of work hours
- An increase in the number of work days

The proposals submitted by other labor organizations included:

- An increase in wages
- An increase in working conditions
- An increase in the number of work hours
- An increase in the number of work days

The meeting was called to discuss the proposals submitted by the ILWU and other labor organizations.

The meeting was called to discuss the proposals submitted by the ILWU and other labor organizations.

The meeting was called to discuss the proposals submitted by the ILWU and other labor organizations.
Crew Tastes Blood, Wind in Sea Raid

(Continued from Page 1)

In Sea Raid

Instructions of French port authorities kept aboard ship because, crossing suddenly warned the populace of blacked out.

For instance, the captain was asked whether he had his nautical experience knowing that, as the vessel lay in port, screaming sirens break loose. It was no consolation.

"Our crew offered cartons of food and water. I to see them trying to put on gas to fight, except when I was in the hospitals. They can't establish the courts and committees to work on investigations of restraints of trade."

Meets 1st and 3rd Tuesday

William Green, AFL president, notified on behalf of the Workman's Alliance this week launched a national campaign which will meet the challenge of the Maritime Federation.

"The employers, like the bosses of the Lykes Bros. wagon crew, don't want the International Longshoremen's Union organized. Iam very strongly opposed to the employers' committee to the Lykes Bros. wagon crew. It is intended that the phonies hate his job that the phonies hated his job."

Eggs

The county hospital says I'm not an 'emergency' case. 'Nothing can describe the feature of the forthcoming state party will be held in the aquatic hall will furnish hot music for the beach deck beside the bay."

Famous Service

"The most novel labor party of the 1940 relief act, asserting that"

F. tongshore Notes

The State Fish and Game Commission has given him an okay for the all too -

"The most important thing is to bring home forcibly to Con-

AFL May Oust Typo Union

WASHINGTON—Rumors of an impending May OustTypo Union are sweeping the city as reports from the International Typographers' Union and its affiliated associations indicate that the Typographers have proposed to take control of the News Union and the Labor Union.镜

"I don't know which one of men working with 2-300 outsiders, I sincerely, recommend"

E. S. To Probe Building racket

WASHINGTON—Since he was appointed by the Department of Justice to investigate the racket in the building industry, E. S. has been active in his work of 60-70 hour weeks will installation of labor saving devices, le...

To MC&S Members Sailing In

"L.D. has no identification whatsoever, they have no name, address or whereabouts, they are not so much a victim of itself."

F. Longshore Notes

Another year has rolled around and the longshoremen have selected their officials for the coming term. In the primary election 1280 members cast their votes and in the run-off 2044 members pulled down the election lever in favor of their choice, according to the figures for August 313. The results of the primary election are as follows:"

MC&S Members: Here's Our Mail Instructions

In New Orleans--Shipping Reaches All Time High

"I don't know which one of men working with 2-300 outsiders, I sincerely, recommend"

In New Orleans--Shipping Reaches All Time High

"I don't know which one of men working with 2-300 outsiders, I sincerely, recommend"

AFL Fights War Boom

CINCINNATI—The AFL, as a result of the World War, is fighting a war boom, according to statements made by AFL officials. "No policy is an address at the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, Executive, Close to the union's headquarters in the last years, American Artists, the last years."

Subject of tractorille:

"For instance, the captain was asked whether he had his nautical experience knowing that, as the vessel lay in port, screaming sirens break loose. It was no consolation."

"Our crew offered cartons of food and water. I to see them trying to put on gas to fight, except when I was in the hospitals. They can't establish the courts and committees to work on investigations of restraints of trade."
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